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Important message 
This document is one of a set of standards developed solely and specifically for use on 

Transport Assets (as defined in the Asset Standards Authority Charter). It is not suitable for any 

other purpose. 

The copyright and any other intellectual property in this document will at all times remain the 

property of the State of New South Wales (Transport for NSW). 

You must not use or adapt this document or rely upon it in any way unless you are providing 

products or services to a NSW Government agency and that agency has expressly authorised 

you in writing to do so. If this document forms part of a contract with, or is a condition of 

approval by a NSW Government agency, use of the document is subject to the terms of the 

contract or approval. To be clear, the content of this document is not licensed under any 

Creative Commons Licence. 

This document may contain third party material. The inclusion of third party material is for 

illustrative purposes only and does not represent an endorsement by NSW Government of any 

third party product or service. 

If you use this document or rely upon it without authorisation under these terms, the State of 

New South Wales (including Transport for NSW) and its personnel does not accept any liability 

to you or any other person for any loss, damage, costs and expenses that you or anyone else 

may suffer or incur from your use and reliance on the content contained in this document. Users 

should exercise their own skill and care in the use of the document. 

This document may not be current and is uncontrolled when printed or downloaded. Standards 

may be accessed from the Transport for NSW website at www.transport.nsw.gov.au 

 
For queries regarding this document, please email the ASA at 
standards@transport.nsw.gov.au or visit www.transport.nsw.gov.au 
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Preface 

The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is a key strategic branch of Transport for NSW (TfNSW). 

As the network design and standards authority for NSW Transport Assets, as specified in the 

ASA Charter, the ASA identifies, selects, develops, publishes, maintains and controls a suite of 

requirements documents on behalf of TfNSW, the asset owner. 

The ASA deploys TfNSW requirements for asset and safety assurance by creating and 

managing TfNSW's governance models, documents and processes. To achieve this, the ASA 

focuses on four primary tasks: 

• publishing and managing TfNSW's process and requirements documents including TfNSW 

plans, standards, manuals and guides 

• deploying TfNSW's Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) framework 

• continuously improving TfNSW’s Asset Management Framework 

• collaborating with the Transport cluster and industry through open engagement 

The AEO framework authorises engineering organisations to supply and provide asset related 

products and services to TfNSW. It works to assure the safety, quality and fitness for purpose of 

those products and services over the asset's whole-of-life. AEOs are expected to demonstrate 

how they have applied the requirements of ASA documents, including TfNSW plans, standards 

and guides, when delivering assets and related services for TfNSW. 

Compliance with ASA requirements by itself is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory outcomes for 

NSW Transport Assets. The ASA expects that professional judgement be used by competent 

personnel when using ASA requirements to produce those outcomes. 

About this document 

This document provides the requirements for the construction, mounting, cabling and 

installation of electrical equipment supplied for TfNSW passenger rolling stock. 

This document is a third issue. Changes include minor formatting amendments, correction of 

standards references and amendments to Section 7, Section 14, Section 16, Section 17, 

Section 18 and Section 23. 
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1. Introduction 
This standard introduces the requirements for the construction, mounting and installation of 

electrical equipment by setting out in general, the principles, processes and requirements which 

as a minimum need to be covered. 

2. Purpose 
This standard provides general principles and requirements for constructional details, mounting, 

cabling and installation of electric equipment for TfNSW passenger rolling stock. 

It aims to minimise the risk to reliability, satisfy the need to maximise passenger safety and 

minimise risk to life in the event of fire especially in underground locations. 

2.1. Scope 
This standard covers the design, construction, mounting and installation of electrical equipment 

for passenger rolling stock which includes: 

• electrical and electro-pneumatic circuits 

• electrical and electro-pneumatic components 

2.2. Application 
This standard applies to new passenger rolling stock and the refurbishment or modifications of 

existing rolling stock assets. Pending a direction otherwise from the TfNSW contract 

administrator (or applicable equivalent), contracts and tenders for new or modified passenger 

rolling stock released before the standard effective date are exempt from the requirements of 

this standard. 

This standard forms part of a suite of passenger rolling stock electrical standards and should be 

read in conjunction with the following standards: 

• T HR RS 00117 ST Electric Circuits and Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

• T MU RS 00126 ST Electronic Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

• T MU RS 00164 ST Cable for Passenger Rolling Stock 
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3. Reference documents 
The following documents are cited in the text. For dated references, only the cited edition 

applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies. 

International standards 

EN 50121-3-1 Railway Applications - Electromagnetic Compatibility - Part 3-1: Rolling Stock - 

Train and Complete Vehicle 

EN 50126 Railway Applications – The Specification and Demonstration of Reliability, 

Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) (All parts) 

EN 50153 Railway Applications – Rolling Stock – Protective Provisions Relating to Electrical 

Hazards 

EN 50343 Railway Applications – Rolling Stock –Rules for Installation of Cabling 

IEC 60077 Railway applications – Electric equipment for rolling stock 

IEC 60077-1 Railway applications – Electric equipment for rolling stock – Part 1: General 

service conditions and general rules 

IEC 60349-2 Electrical traction – Rotating electrical machines for rail and road vehicles – Part 2: 

Electronic converter-fed alternating current motors 

IEC 61133 Railway applications – Rolling stock – Testing of rolling stock on completion of 

construction and before entry into service 

IEC 61373 Railway applications – Rolling stock equipment – Shock and vibration tests 

IEC 61386-1 Conduit systems for cable management – Part 1: General requirements 

Australian standards 

AS 1210 Pressure vessels 

AS 1319 Safety signs for the occupational environment 

AS 1359 Rotating electrical machines – General requirements (All parts) 

AS 1397 Continuous hot-dip metallic coated steel sheet and strip—Coatings of zinc and zinc 

alloyed with aluminium and magnesium 

AS 4041 Pressure piping 

AS 60529 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP Code) 

AS/NZS 1200 Pressure equipment 

AS/NZS 2053 Conduits and fittings for electrical installations (All parts) 

AS/NZS 3121 Approval and test specification – Insulating mouldings 

AS/NZS 3191 Electric flexible cords  
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AS/NZS 3788 Pressure equipment - In-service inspection 

Transport for NSW standards 

T HR RS 00117 ST Electric Circuits and Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

T MU RS 00126 ST Electronic Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

T MU RS 00164 ST Cable for Passenger Rolling Stock 

T HR RS 11119 ST Passenger Rolling Stock 1500 V dc Overhead Power Supply Interface 

Requirements 

T HR RS 17010 ST Passenger Rolling Stock Fire Safety 

T MU RS 17001 ST Environmental Conditions for Rolling Stock 

T MU RS 17002 ST Prohibited and Restricted Materials 

4. Terms and definitions 
The following terms and definitions apply in this document: 

ac alternating current 

approval the process whereby an authorised person certifies that engineering outputs have 

been verified as meeting input specifications and requirements, and that the engineering output 

has been completed in accordance with relevant regulations and standards, prior to progressing 

to the next stage 

authority the allocation of responsibility which allows you to act 

auxiliary contact a contact in a circuit, up to and including low voltage, which is not fitted with 

arc suppression devices 

cable for the purposes of this document shall be an electrical wire and shall not refer to any 

cord used for transfer of mechanical energy 

dc direct current 

EMI electromagnetic interference 

enclosure a closed space in which equipment is mounted 

heavy current currents in excess of 30 A 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) a synthetic fluoropolymer of tetrafluoroethylene that is also 

known as 'Teflon' 

terminal a fixed point to which a conductor can be attached 

terminal box an enclosure containing terminals 

termination a device fixed to a cable or other conductor to enable it to be attached to a terminal 
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trunking electrical wireways, generally rectangular in cross section with removable lids 

5. Operating environment 
The vehicles may operate in suburban and outer suburban areas which include tunnels and 

elevated track. 

6. Operating conditions 
All electrical equipment shall be suitable for use in the environmental conditions as defined in 

T MU RS 17001 ST Environmental Conditions for Rolling Stock. 

Rolling stock is washed at facilities using acidic and alkaline cleaning chemicals applied by 

spray. 

The temperature inside an equipment enclosure may rise well above the ambient shade 

temperature by as much as 20°C. This factor shall be taken into account when designing 

equipment and when selecting electrical equipment and cables. 

The electric supply conditions and pantograph operating conditions for the Sydney electrified 

suburban and main lines are specified in T HR RS 11119 ST Passenger Rolling Stock 

1500 V dc Overhead Power Supply Interface Requirements. 

7. General requirements 
All materials and equipment shall be suitable for use in the rolling stock environment of NSW 

and remain suitable for use in that environment without attention, for a minimum of six years of 

service. This period starts from placing into service, unless specifically agreed to in writing by 

the TfNSW authorised contract representative. 

Suppliers shall consider ease of maintenance, ergonometrics, safety, suitability of purpose and 

reliability when designing equipment and selecting materials. 

In addition to the requirements detailed in this standard, the following standards apply to the 

mounting and installation of electrical equipment: 

• T HR RS 00117 ST Electric Circuits and Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

• T MU RS 00126 ST Electronic Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock 

• T MU RS 00164 ST Cable for Passenger Rolling Stock 

Electrical equipment and circuits design, installations and testing shall comply with the following 

standards: 

• IEC 60077 Railway applications – Electric equipment for rolling stock 
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• EN 50121-3-1 Railway applications – Electromagnetic Compatibility - Part 3-1: Rolling 

Stock - Train and Complete Vehicle 

• EN 50153 Railway applications – Rolling Stock – Protective Provisions Relating to 

Electrical Hazards 

• EN 50343 Railway applications – Rolling Stock – Rules for Installation of Cabling 

• IEC 61133 Railway applications – Rolling Stock – Testing of rolling stock on completion of 

construction and before entry into service 

Voltage classification aligned with EN 50153, and described in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Voltage classification 

TfNSW definition Band Nominal voltage 
(Un) V ac 

Nominal voltage 
(Un) V dc 

extra low voltage I U ≤ 25 U ≤ 60 

extra low voltage II 25 < U ≤ 50 60 < U ≤ 120 

low voltage III 50 < U ≤ 1000 120 < U ≤ 1500 

high voltage IV U > 1000 U > 1500 

8. Fire performance 
All new equipment shall comply with the requirements for T HR RS 17010 ST Passenger Rolling 

Stock Fire Safety. 

All design categories and operating conditions shall comply with the requirements stated in this 

standard. 

9. Documentation and approval 
Drawings, schematics and calculations, and so on shall be submitted to the authorised TfNSW 

contract representative for general approval to an agreed schedule as laid down in the contract. 

Departure from contracted designs by the supplier shall not be undertaken without the approval 

of the authorised TfNSW contract representative. 

10. Maintenance 
The minimisation of life cycle costs and maximisation of operational availability of equipment 

and systems are important requirements. These requirements are expected to be met by a 

combination of high reliability, minimal maintenance requirements and ensuring the ease of any 

necessary maintenance (maintainability). 
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To support life cycle performance, the principles of EN 50126 Railway Applications – The 

specification and demonstration of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety (RAMS) 

shall be complied with throughout the design of any equipment or system. 

11. General constructional considerations 
All electrical equipment, circuits and systems shall be robustly constructed and arranged so that 

it does not suffer deterioration, wear or damage due to vibration or shock loads found in the 

rolling stock environment. This applies throughout its expected life and shall be in compliance 

with IEC 61373 Railway applications – Rolling stock equipment – Shock and vibration tests. 

The degree of protection in accordance with AS 60529 Degrees of protection provided by 

enclosures (IP Code) shall be given for each group and the rationale for the group to have that 

IP rating. 

11.1. Asset manufacture and materials 
The supplier shall provide adequate evidence that the materials used will not cause any 

environmental damage. 

All materials shall comply with the requirements of T MU RS 17002 ST Prohibited and 

Restricted Materials. 

11.2. Equipment accessibility 
Equipment parts shall be so arranged that they are readily accessible for inspection, adjustment 

or removal without disturbance or removal of adjacent equipment. 

In the case of contactors and relays, it shall be possible to change the following without 

disturbance or removal of adjacent equipment: 

• all contact tips and shunts 

• all arc chutes and arcing horns 

• any contactor or relay complete 

• any magnet valve 

• any enclosed auxiliary contacts 

• any plug-in circuit card or module, without breaking any connections except those to the 

item concerned and without disturbing any other equipment 
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11.3. Equipment interfaces and interchangeability 
Modules and equipment that perform the same function on one vehicle or a common function 

on a train shall have mounting points to an accuracy that allows interchangeability. This applies 

from position to position on the vehicle or position to position on the train so that the module or 

equipment can be installed without any adaptation. 

Modules and equipment that do not perform the same function on one vehicle or on a train and 

that have the same mounting point dimensions shall be marked with warnings and fitted with 

devices to prevent incorrect installation. 

Where an item can be reversed on its mounting, the mounting point dimensions shall be marked 

with warnings and fitted with devices to prevent incorrect installation. 

Electrical and electronic parts, which are connected to circuits by plugs and which are not 

interchangeable in terms of their circuit functions, shall be provided with a suitable means to 

prevent them from being inserted incorrectly or in the wrong position. The equipment shall be 

clearly labelled. 

12. Electrical creepage and clearance 
Electrical creepage and clearance shall be as specified in IEC 60077-1 Railway applications – 

Electric equipment for rolling stock – Part 1: General service conditions and general rules, with 

the following provisions: 

• In calculating the creepage distance, consideration should be given to the vulnerability of 

equipment to increased risk of electrical tracking caused by environmental contaminants. 

• The creepage distance calculation should include distances over surfaces which are liable 

to retain environmental contaminants. This includes roof mounted equipment, or equipment 

mounted in areas where the position and orientation are such that accumulation of 

contamination (dust, dirt, water and so on) is likely to occur. 

• Where an insulating tube or equivalent is used to carry compressed air to an item 

energised at a high voltage, the creepage distance shall be at least 300% of that specified 

in IEC 60077-1. 

Such a tube shall be located so that condensate cannot collect on the high voltage item or 

insulating tube. 

• Creepage or clearance where arcs are present or creepage along the outside of a cable 

sheath shall be two times the length specified in IEC 60077-1. 

• Creepage or clearances in the case of double insulated equipment shall be submitted for 

approval. 
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• When it is possible for conductive gases to accumulate in enclosures such as camshaft 

and switch groups, insulating barriers shall be provided between uninsulated metal parts in 

the high voltage circuit and the low voltage circuits. 

13. Insulators and insulating boards and panels 
All insulators shall comply with AS/NZS 3121 Approval and Test Specification – Insulating 

Mouldings. 

All surfaces of insulators or insulating panels shall be smooth, hard, and free from air bubbles, 

cracks, scratches, inclusions or similar surface imperfections. 

The insulator material shall have a minimum dielectric strength of 8 kV/mm. 

Insulator materials shall be certified as capable of withstanding the following test voltages: 

• above 650 V, 10,000 V test 

• below 650 V, 3500 V test 

Ceramic insulators shall only be used where approved. 

Moulded mica tubes or components of similar nature, used as part of insulator assemblies shall 

be mounted such that they do not fail by crushing. 

14. Terminals and cable termination 
Soldered connections shall not be accepted for cables above 6 mm² conductor area. 

For soldered connections in electronic equipment refer to T MU RS 00126 ST Electronic 

Equipment for Passenger Rolling Stock. 

For voltages up to and including low voltage cables with conductor sizes up to 6 mm² cross-

section, shall be fitted with approved copper sleeved, coloured insulated double crimp lugs 

where the insulation sleeve and the lug are crimped together. 

The use of heat shrinkable sleeves for electrical protection, mechanical protection or both shall 

be in accordance with the requirements of EN 50343. 

Sufficient cable shall be provided at all connection points to enable the lug to be replaced twice. 

All terminals shall be capable of retaining at least two wires to provide for cable looping. 

Termination of more than four cables at any single terminal is not allowed. 

The 'push-on' quick connect type of termination can also be used as an alternative in low 

vibration situations, as determined by the design review whenever usage of post terminals is 

impracticable. 

Also, spring type cage clamp terminals in combination with boot lace ferrules type lugs can be 

used as a third option. 
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Piggy back terminals shall not be used. 

Terminal posts shall be as follows: 

• mounted so that conductive materials cannot lie or fall across them due to gravity 

• shielded from inadvertent contact, by a non-conductive translucent shield that allows visual 

inspection without removal 

Negative terminals shall be grouped separately. 

Where extra low voltage terminals are grouped adjacent to low voltage terminals, suitable 

shielding shall be provided to prevent the possibility of accidental contact between the two 

voltage systems. 

Low voltage and extra low voltage terminals shall not be installed in the same terminal box 

containing high voltage terminals. 

Within high voltage equipment enclosures all the low voltage and extra low voltage cables shall 

be completely separate from the high voltage circuits. 

Each terminal in a terminal block shall be labelled with the designation of the cable to which it is 

connected. 

All terminations on the one stud shall be assembled together without intervening nuts, washers, 

or other forms of spacers. 

Where fixed jumpers are used, a terminal box shall be provided immediately adjacent to the 

entry of the jumper cable into the vehicle. 

15. Electrical cable 
Electrical cables shall comply with T MU RS 00164 ST Cable for Passenger Rolling Stock. 

Electric flexible cords used for equipment installed on rolling stock as a part of this equipment 

shall comply with AS/NZS 3191 Electric flexible cords. 

New design train line and intercar connectors’ cable size shall not be less than 2.5 mm². 

16. Conduit and fittings 
All conduits shall comply with either of the following standards: 

• AS/NZS 2053 Conduits and fittings for electrical installations 

• IEC 61386-1 Conduit systems for cable management - Part 1: General requirements 

• EN 50343 Railway applications – Rolling Stock – Rules for installation of cabling 

Conduits shall be supported and fastened securely in position with conduit clips, cleats or 

brackets or both to prevent movement. All support shall be independently applied to conduits, 
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that is, under no circumstances shall any conduit be supported by another conduit or by any 

pneumatic or hydraulic pipes. 

A cable-to-space ratio of 40:60 for conduit cable fill-factor shall be used for any new cable 

installations. 

All conduits that are required to be underframe mounted shall be capable of withstanding impact 

by wildlife and other foreign objects, as well as repeated impacts from ballast up to 75 mm 

diameter at speeds of up to the maximum operating speed of the train. 

All underframe conduits shall have at least an IP65 rating in accordance with AS 60529. 

The welding of conduits, as a method to join separate sections, is not acceptable under any 

circumstances. 

17. Trunking 
Steel trunking shall be formed from zinc coated steel in accordance with AS 1397 Continuous 

hot-dip metallic coated steel sheet and strip—Coatings of zinc and zinc alloyed with aluminium 

and magnesium. If aluminium trunking is used, the trunking shall have at least 3 mm wall 

thickness to ensure structural integrity. 

Where high voltage cables are run in trunking adjacent to passenger areas, the duct wall 

thickness shall be at least 3 mm, with an air gap between the duct and the interior car lining. 

All trunking shall have earthed access covers designed to exclude dust and moisture. 

There shall be sufficient access covers, positioned to allow the cables to be introduced and 

removed easily. 

The access covers shall be securely attached by screws, clamps or brackets in addition to any 

ribbing or flange. 

Electrical cables shall be secured within the trunking to prevent movement. 

In addition, electrical and heat insulation could be required between the trunking and the 

passenger wall to ensure passenger comfort and safety. 

Trunking cable fulfilment ratios, which depart from the acceptable ratio of 45:55, can only be 

approved by the Lead Rolling Stock Engineer, ASA, by a concession to this standard. 

18. Conductor runs 
Requirements for conductor runs and cable runs include the following: 

• heavy current connections 

• light current connections 

• location of cables and looms 
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• jointing of cable 

• spare cables 

• break of cable gauge 

18.1. Heavy current connections 
Heavy current cables of size 35 mm² or more shall be adequately supported by appropriate 

means such as cable cleats and clamps. These shall be spaced and secured appropriately to 

protect the cables against chafing and movement. 

Cable support clamps shall not pinch or crush cable insulation and shall adequately support 

cables under all operating conditions of shock and vibration. 

Runs of smaller cable size up to 25 mm² may be 'run bundled' together to give additional 

support and may need to be secured with cleats. These shall be spaced and secured 

appropriately to protect the cables against chafing and movement. 

Individual cables or cable bundles shall not be used to support or be supported by another 

individual cable or cable bundle. 

Heavy current cable installations shall be designed to minimise electromagnetic interference 

(EMI). 

EMI reduction strategies for heavy current cables shall include the following as a minimum: 

• twisting three-phase cables at least once every metre for larger cables (70 mm²) and at 

least two or three times per metre for smaller (30 mm²) cables 

• running cables in metal trunking or conduits 

• separating such cables from noise-susceptible cables or systems by at least 0.5 m 

Cable runs shall not cross a horizontal floor or surface except where unavoidable, and then a 

clearance of at least 25 mm shall be established beneath the cables. Where the possibility of 

cable damage exists, the cables shall be protected by the use of a removable tread plate to 

allow access to these cables. 

Busbars may be used, with the following provisions: 

• the busbar shall be of adequate stiffness, supported and clamped against movement, 

resonance, vibrations and magnetic forces 

• the busbar shall be heat shrink covered to minimise inadvertent contact 

• each busbar terminal and termination shall have the ability to be removed and replaced 

without disturbing adjacent items 
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18.2. Light current connections 
Light current cables outside enclosures shall always be run in conduits or trunking. 

The following requirements apply to light current cables inside enclosures: 

• light current cables may be run without conduit or trunking 

• light current cable looms shall be made up by fastening cables together with fire retardant 

ties to form neat bundles that prevent rubbing or chafing 

• all looms shall be fastened at not more than 150 mm intervals 

• all individual cables within the loom shall be laid parallel and pulled straight and shall have 

a neat appearance 

• all lays shall be parallel and remain parallel when passing around corners 

• fire-retardant fastenings shall be applied at the start and finish of any bend, and at the point 

at which a cable or cables leave the loom so as to secure the leaving cable 

The term 'fastening' includes the application of commercial cable ties to secure the bundle. 

• self-adhesive tape and self-adhesive fasteners shall not be used 

• as far as practicable, cables shall leave looms at right angles, to give a neat appearance 

• sufficient slack shall be provided to prevent a strain being placed on cable terminals and 

allow for two more re-crimpings 

As far as practicable, extra low voltage cables shall be kept separate from low voltage cables. 

Extra low voltage cables and low voltage cables shall be kept separate from high voltage cables 

without exception. 

Where low voltage cables are carried in the same jumper as extra low voltage cables they shall 

be separated at the jumper junction box. 

AC cables shall not be run in installations that results in the creation of eddy current heating 

within conduits. 

Light current cables or looms shall be secured adequately to prevent movement, chafing or 

vibration while in service. 

Individual cables or cable bundles shall not be used to support or be supported by another 

individual cable or cable bundle. 
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18.3. Location of cables and looms 
Cables and cable looms shall be run clear of apparatus in order to not impede access for 

maintenance. 

Cables and looms shall be clear of high temperature and electrical arcing areas. Heat or arc 

barriers shall be provided where it is not possible to avoid such areas. 

Cables and cable looms shall not run over or be located near sharp edges. Allowance for the 

possibility of displacement in service shall be accommodated. 

Cable trays, cable trunking, conduits or any surfaces that may contact cables are to be cleared 

of any metallic swarf to prevent possible damage to cables. 

Where cables pass through partitions, suitable bushes or other suitable protection shall be 

provided to assure the protection of the cables. 

18.4. Jointing of cable 
Cables shall be joined at terminals. Cables shall not be joined within a cable run. 

18.5. Spare cables 
Control cables in runs and jumpers shall have at least 10% of the total number as spares in 

discrete systems. 

Shielded cables shall have at least one spare cable. 

Multiplexed systems shall have at least one spare per multiplexed cable. 

Optical cables shall have at least one spare per system. 

Spare optical cables shall be properly secured and terminated. 

Spare wires shall be terminated in the same way as other wires. 

The spare cables shall be shown in the wiring diagram and labelled with cable markers in the 

same way as all other cables. 

18.6. Break of cable gauge 
All cables shall have the capacity to perform their function without deterioration of their 

insulation in normal operation and under fault conditions. This requires the associated 

protection device for a given circuit to protect the smallest size, lowest capacity cable. 
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19. Labels and rating plates 
Machines, equipment and devices shall be labelled for identification. 

Installation and mounting positions for all machines and equipment shall be labelled. 

19.1. Equipment labelling 
All machines shall carry a rating plate with the following information, as is appropriate to the 

equipment type: 

• serial number 

• manufacturer's type number 

• current, voltage and power ratings and whether continuous or otherwise 

• speed at rated current 

• maximum speed 

• field connection (series, separately excited, and so on) 

A connection diagram shall be provided inside or adjacent to any terminal box. 

All machine terminals shall be labelled in accordance with IEC 60349-2 Electrical traction – 

Rotating electrical machines for rail and road vehicles – Part 2: Electronic converter-fed 

alternating current motors or AS 1359 Rotating electrical machines – General Requirements. 

Unidirectional rotating machines shall carry an arrow showing the correct direction of rotation, 

and, in the case of axial fans, of the direction of air flow. 

All labels, rating plates, and the arrows required for fans shall be mounted in such a position 

that they can be seen from the usual point of access. 

The labels shall be clearly stamped or engraved and securely attached to the machine. 

Refer T HR RS 00117 ST and T MU RS 00126 ST for additional information. 

19.2. Position labelling 
The mounting position for apparatus shall be labelled so that the position is clearly identified 

with or without the apparatus in place. 

Labels such as LS1 for 'line switch one' are sufficient. 

The labels shall be clearly stamped or engraved and securely attached to the surface on which 

the apparatus is to be mounted. 
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20. Pneumatic supply for electric pneumatic 
switchgear 
Pressure systems shall comply with AS/NZS 1200 Pressure equipment and all relevant 

standards referenced therein such as AS 4041 Pressure piping, AS 1210 Pressure vessels, 

AS/NZS 3788 Pressure equipment - In-service inspection, and so on. Pressure systems shall 

also comply with other nationally or internationally recognised standards relevant to the specific 

system. 

Pressure systems shall be designed with adequate support, structural integrity and shock and 

vibration resistance appropriate for rolling stock operating conditions and the location on the 

vehicle. Resonance shall be avoided. 

The location and mounting of critical components shall enable safe, ergonomic and convenient 

identification, access, operation, inspection, testing, servicing, maintenance, component 

change-out and end-of-life disposal. 

21. Bearings and pivots 
All bearings and pivots shall be capable of withstanding shock loads and vibration found in the 

rolling stock environment. 

Plain bearings and spherical bearings may be of the dry type (incorporating graphite compound, 

PTFE or nylon, or lubricant retaining bearing metal or similar) or may be automatically oil 

lubricated. 

Plain bearings, spherical bearings or pivots requiring periodic applications of oil or grease at 

inspections shall not be used. Lubrication or inspection should only be necessary at major 

overhauls. 

22. Electrical mountings 
Considerations for electrical mountings include the following: 

• mounting of groups of equipment 

• wiring and piping of groups of equipment 

22.1. Mounting of groups of equipment 
An equipment group may be mounted in a box or case, or on a frame or panel. 

The individual items of equipment within the group shall be so arranged that they can be 

removed separately, or in subgroups as appropriate. 

Any group or subgroup mounting shall be self-supporting when out of the vehicle and 

sufficiently strong to be lifted out complete under normal workshop conditions. 
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Equipment groups requiring the fitting of strengthening pieces before lifting the group off the 

vehicle shall not be used. 

22.2. Wiring and piping of groups of equipment 
All groups of equipment shall be complete with internal wiring and pipe-work. 

Heavy current cables may be connected directly to equipment and not using the group terminal 

bars provided the work of disconnection and reconnection is not increased. 

23. Enclosures and equipment cases 
Each enclosure shall have an IP rating in accordance with AS 60529. The rationale for 

developing that rating shall also be provided to TfNSW. 

Enclosure and equipment case covers shall be strong enough to prevent distortion or damage 

due to rough handling. 

The system of covers’ attachment shall preserve the enclosure IP rating between train 

overhauls. 

Easy access covers shall be installed wherever access for maintenance or inspection is 

required between overhaul periods. 

All covers, including those located within passenger compartments, shall be bolted or secured 

by locks. 

Covers that are hinged horizontally or rotated vertically shall be provided with handles for lifting 

and a means of retaining in the open position by latching. 

All covers that infringe the maximum rolling stock outline when open are to have a visual means 

of determining that they are fixed closed. 

Enclosures and equipment cases in which heat or arcs may be generated shall be lined with 

heat or arc barriers or insulating material. 

Enclosures and equipment cases where equipment arcing may be produced shall be vented. 

All conductive metallic enclosures including the frames of electrical machines shall be positively 

earthed by using an earth cable connection to the vehicle's metal frame. 

All enclosures and equipment cases and their covers shall be appropriately earthed. 

23.1. Ventilation of enclosures and equipment cases 
Air inlets, outlets and vents shall be designed to prevent the ingress of materials detrimental to 

the operation of equipment or the health and welfare of any person. 
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23.2. Terminal boxes mounted within a vehicle 
Terminal boxes shall be arranged so that water collecting in ducts or conduits cannot reach the 

live parts. 

Terminal boxes with metallic lids shall be earthed. 

24. Safety requirements 
The design of all components and systems shall be in accordance with legislative requirements. 

Information on the latest laws can be checked by visiting the NSW legislation website. 

Any equipment that may be accessed by the crew or passengers shall be shielded completely 

from accidental contact with live terminals. 

24.1. Safety requirements for enclosures and equipment 
cases 
All enclosures shall be designed to prevent the spread of fire or smoke to other enclosures. 

Enclosures and equipment cases containing electrical equipment shall have safety signs in 

accordance with AS 1319 Safety signs for the occupational environment. 

Enclosures and equipment cases containing electrical equipment at extra low voltage, low 

voltage and high voltage shall be clearly marked internally with the sign shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 - Electricity warning sign 

Enclosures and equipment cases containing electrical equipment at low voltage shall be clearly 

marked externally and internally with either or both of the following signs for each voltage as 

shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 - Low voltage warning signs 

Enclosures and equipment cases containing electrical equipment at high voltage shall be clearly 

marked internally and externally with the sign shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - High voltage warning sign 

High voltage enclosures and equipment cases shall not be positioned inside passenger 

compartments. 

High voltage enclosures and equipment cases shall not be accessible from within passenger 

compartments. 

Areas with potentially live terminals or equipment including negative or neutral terminal strips 

shall be shielded from inadvertent contact with a nonconducting translucent material. 

All enclosures and equipment cases shall have the live terminals covered by a translucent door 

which is hinged on one side and secured with captive screws on the other. 

Where necessary, circuit breakers and switches shall be accessible using door cut-outs. 

24.2. Openings to electrical equipment 
Openings to electrical equipment accessible from the platform or passenger compartments shall 

be shielded internally so that it is not possible to touch, or insert any object to touch, any moving 

or electrically energised equipment. 

All air inlets, outlets or vents accessible from the platform or crew compartments shall have a 

minimum protection level of IP34 for outside mounted equipment and IP33 for inside mounted 

equipment, as specified in AS 60529. 

24.3. Jumpers 
Jumpers carrying heavy currents, or low voltage, or high voltage that present the risk of electric 

shock or arcing if disconnected when energized, shall not be disconnected in this condition. 

This may be achieved by an interlocking device or procedure. 

Headshells shall be electrically bonded to earth potential. 

If high-tension intercar connections are included, they shall be protected against damage from 

foreign objects in accordance with IP65 of AS 60529, and insulated to withstand undercarriage 

cleaning including the use of water jet sprays. 

The intercar interface shall provide a secure electrical earth equipotential to the car body. The 

car body shall not be used as a return path for auxiliary, control or other devices. 
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24.4. Exterior-mounted equipment 
Equipment mounted under-car shall be protected against damage by flying stones and rubbish; 

however the protection shall not tend to collect such debris. 

Under-car extra low voltage, low voltage and high voltage equipment shall be shielded to 

prevent accidental contact with persons walking beside the vehicle. 

Roof-mounted equipment other than current collection devices shall be protected against 

objects falling from bridges. 

Low voltage and high voltage equipment shall be labelled with warning signs consistent with 

AS 1319, see Section 24.1 of this document for further details. 
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